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10. Describe the proposed construction or alterations (each lot/structure): 
 
 The Narragansett Electric Company d/b/a National Grid (“TNEC”) is seeking relief to 
construct an eight (8) foot tall security fence at its 0.15-acre lot at 70 Virginia Avenue (the 
“Property”).  The security fence is to secure the new battery storage facility.  The location of the 
fence is shown on the site plan included with this application.   
 

The National Electric Safety Code and TNEC’s safety policy require electric facilities to 
be secured by a security fence with 8 foot tall panels.  The chain-link fabric is a 1” woven 
diamond pattern.     

 
The fence height restrictions listed in Section 12 below are a hardship for the applicant as 

a taller fence is required to meet the safety and security requirements for this unique use.  
Because of this hardship, the applicant is seeking dimensional variances from the fence height 
requirement found in Ordinance Sections 1302.I.1.f and 1302.I.2.a.  
 
12. List all Sections of the Zoning Ordinance from which relief is sought and description of 
each section: 

Variance 
Section Ordinance Requirement Requested Relief  Rationale 
1302.I.1.f Fences and walls shall not 

exceed six feet in height 
Dimensional Variance Taller fence is required to meet 

safety requirement 
1302.I.2.a No fence within 5 feet of a 

front lot line shall exceed 
36 inches in height 

Dimensional Variance Taller fence is required to meet 
safety requirement 

 
 
13. Explain the changes proposed for the Property. 
 

The proposed change to the property is to replace the existing fence with eight (8) foot tall 
security fence.  
 

APPENDIX A 
 
1. What is the specific hardship from which the applicant seeks relief? 
 
 The applicant is seeking a dimensional variances from the maximum fence height 
restrictions of (i) three (3) feet within 5 feet of the front lot line and (ii) six (6) feet for the 
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remainder of the property, so that the applicant may install an eight (8) foot tall security fence 
around the perimeter of the Property (the “Requested Relief”).  
 
2. Specify any and all unique characteristics of the land or structure that cause the 
hardship? 
 

The applicant is installing a new battery storage facility that will be connected to the 
local electric distribution system.  The proposed security fence is necessary for the applicant to 
comply with electric safety codes, TNEC’s safety policy, and to secure the electric facility.  

 
The Requested Relief should be granted as the security fence is required to meet code 

and security requirements for the permitted utility use. 
 
5. State any and all facts to support your position that the applicant is not seeking the 
variance(s) primarily in order to obtain greater financial gain. 
 

TNEC is a public utility chartered by the Rhode Island General Assembly with the 
obligation to provide electricity to customers throughout most of the State. As the holder of 
the exclusive franchise to serve the great majority of the State's residents and businesses, 
TNEC has a statutory obligation to provide service to all customers in its territory. The 
Requested Relief from the Ordinance is not due to a physical or economic disability of TNEC.  
The proposed security fence is required for TNEC to operate the new battery storage facility in 
compliance with safety protocols.   
 
That the granting of the requested variance will not alter the general character of the 
surrounding area or impair the intent or purpose of the zoning ordinance or the 
comprehensive plan upon which the ordinance is based. 
 

The Request Relief will not alter or impair the intent or purpose of the zoning 
ordinance.  The Requested Relief is necessary for a use that is permitted by right under the 
Ordinance.   

 
6. State any and all facts that support your position that you are seeking the least relief 
necessary to lessen or eliminate the hardship (for example, why there are no viable 
alternatives to your proposed plan). 
 

The dimensional variances for the fence height is necessary because the security fence 
is required for the applicant to safely operate a battery storage facility.  As noted above, the 
proposed security fence is consistent with the National Electric Safety Code and TNEC’s 
policy and it is the least relief necessary for a fence that meets code requirements.   
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8. If you are seeking a DIMENSIONAL VARIANCE, set forth all facts that indicate 
that if the variance is not granted, the hardship the owner/applicant will suffer is more than 
a mere inconvenience. 
 

If relief is not granted, literal enforcement of the Ordinance will be more than a mere 
inconvenience as it will make it impossible to operate and secure the new electric facility in 
accordance with applicable electric code and the company’s policy.  For these reasons, denying 
the Requested Relief is more than a mere inconvenience to the applicant.  The need for the 
security fence is not self-imposed as it is required to meet the security requirements for the new 
substation. 
 














